Wednesday

Morning message:
Good morning. I hope you had
fun making art in the style of
Georgia O’Keeffe. I would love
to see you finished pieces…

Today’s Inspiration:

June 3

Today we will write a poem.
Maybe you will write a poem
about your flower art…
For math we will play a dice
game—can you make 10?

20-30 MUSIC
Check out the “Sound Hunt” game on Mrs.
Ishii’s Blog

minutes

20-40 Daily3 (Don’t forget a timer will help your child move from one
minutes

activity to the next)
Raz Kids—check out your assigned book…or choose one

Choose 1

*Get out your lined paper, and work on writing poems for 20
minutes. The word wall, sentence starters and topic ideas are
available on the Resources page.
Boggle or Spelling Game

15

Recess

minutes

15

Directed Drawing:

minutes

Choose a drawing activity from: the How to draw gallery
Then you can send me a photo of your finished drawing!

20-30 DANCE
minutes

Warm up: Pump it out:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=etYhiq9hM8A
Do the best you can! I know this might be a bit challenging!
Jellyfish Song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kG7gwadFTg
Be creative and make up your own Jellyfish dance moves!
Activity: Under the Sea:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24JS0gjS5RM

Cool Down: Deep Sea Core Strength:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pi6Sg4dKgZ0

20

*Math

minutes

Try the Roll to Make 10 dice game.
You will need 1 die, a piece of paper and a pencil.
1. Roll your die, write the number in the first box
(or on your paper).
2. Figure out which number goes with your number
to equal 10. (E.g. I rolled a 6 6+___=10)
3. write your number in the second box (or on your paper—don’t
forget the + sign!)
4. write your answer (=10) if you are using your own paper.
E.g. My sentence would read: 6+4=10

60

Lunch

minutes

1:00

Zoom
Math Talk
E.g. Here are four numbers. Which one do you think doesn’t
belong and why?

3

7

8

9

60

Games & Choices

minutes

Check out this week’s challenge for Games & Choices time:
It’s
Construction
Play!

This type of play will help develop the following skills:
● Storytelling
● Balance and equivalence
● Engineering
● 3 dimensional shapes

Think outside the box—and use different materials to build with…
● Toothpicks and cut sponges
● Clothespins
● Rug or fabric scraps

Dismissal

